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UVRAI BONHOMME 
MAN UP! 

Original version: French/ Subtitles: English 

 
Director : Benjamin Parent 

Genre : Comédie dramatique 
Country of origin : France 

With : Thomas Guy, Benjamin Voisin, Isabelle Carré, Laurent Lucas 
Length : 1h 24 min.  

 
From 16 years up  
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synopsis 
 
Tom, 16, is a sensitive teenager who is about to enter a new high school after being expelled. He 
intends to find his place, make friends and seduce the girl he loves. 
Tom needs the support of his older brother, Leo, a true mentor, who is working to make him a 
“cool kid”. However, Leo's fraternal benevolence hides a destructive temperament... 
Will Tom be able to grow up finding his own path? 
https://en.unifrance.org/movie/47220/man-up 
 
 
reviews 
 Benjamin Parent’s very first feature film, (...) a film which knows how to draw tender smiles 
from its audience on moving and difficult subjects such as bereavement and the dictates of 
masculinity. 
Very well embellished by the photography of Pierre Cottereau and a musical score from Saycet, 
Man Up! is a pleasant surprise which, despite the difficulties inherent to mixing realism and 
fantasy, ultimately rises to the challenge with great ease and without ever forcing the issue, 
resulting in a film that’s both easy-going and profound. Moving in his shaky desire to overcome 
the permanent stress he feels at not measuring up, the character of Tom exudes a strong perfume 
of authenticity, which takes the conventions we find in films about high-school life and 
transforms them into lessons on the yoke of social conformism and on the arduous quest for 
individuality. 
Cineuropa 
 
A moving story about brothers and the topics of teenagers and their coming-of-age. 
Translated from C News La Rédaction 
 
 
Captivating from beginning to end, “Man Up!” is a moving coming-of-age story blended with  
an efficient teen-movie like Americans know how to do them 
Translated from L’Express – Antoine Le Fur 
 
DETAILS 
LANGUAGE 
Man Up! being a teen movie, it shows how teenagers express themselves. They sometimes speak 
verlan (“a type of argot in the French language, featuring inversion of syllables in a word, and is common in 
slang and youth language”- Wikipedia) with words like Chelou, la meuf, une teuf... 
They also use very familiar words like frangin (brother), fringues (clothes), boloss (weak guy), 
on s’en fout (we don’t give a damn), connasse (stupid), la gueule de papa (his face), mecs 
(guys)... 
They will also use familiar/vulgar language with sexual connotation like Tu me bats les couilles 
or “il va tout le temps de casser les couilles ». It comes mostly from Leo as he tells Tom « bite 
en avant”[dick ahead] when Tom is naked after his clothes were hidden. 
Leo again tells Tom he does not want to end up “puceau” [a virgin] 
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Then there are the usual expletives that everybody uses like “putain” for instance 
Words like “tuer” or “t’es mort” in figurative way are mentioned. 
 
Some slurs can be heard like: 
“boloss”: According to its official definition, someone who is a bolos is someone who is naive, a 
bit of a coward, completely ridiculous and even a little stupid. This word is especially popular 
among teenagers. “Maxime n'a pas voulu sauter en parachute, quel bolos !”Feb. 16, 2021 
https://blog.lingoda.com/en/french-
slang/#:~:text=According%20to%20its%20official%20definition,en%20parachute%2C%20quel
%20bolos%20!%E2%80%9D 
 
Leo gives unpleasant surnames to bolosses like “Jean-Pierre col roulé “or “JP Poncahontas 
“(speaking about JB) 
 
Clarisse makes sure that Tom understands that she is an independent woman when he tries to 
help her get up the floor: “I know how to defend myself all by myself” 
 
When JB speaks about what attracted his half- sister Clarisse to Steeve, he says it is “hormones” 
because Steeve happens to be tall, handsome and popular. 
 
Tom does not want to reveal the true nature of the pills he is taking. He tells JB they are vitamins 
but JB discovers they are tranquilizers. 
 
VIOLENCE 
Tom is 16 years old teenager starting a new school. He is going to be harassed by Steeve and his 
friends as they will determine he is a “bolos”. 

 Steeve will hit Tom first with his ball then with his fists until he tackles him against a tree 
trunk.  

SOME BLOOD IS COMING FROM TOM’S EYEBROW. 
 When Tom is mocked by Steeve for his hand shaking, Tom will attack Steeve with vigor. 

The blows are not visible. Steeve is groggy and his face bleeds a little. 
 Tom’s violence is explained by the fact that it is a consequence of his accident and that 

he behaved similarly with a classmate who was laughing at him. That scene is very brief: 
only the frightened reaction of the students and teachers is seen as well as the face of the 
beaten students who barely bled. 

 When Tom has to get his mother’s car keys, he is stopped by an angry Leo who tried to 
strangle his brother. Tom is able to react and with the keys, drive his/their mother to the 
hospital. 
 

It is all a restrained portrayal of non-graphic violence integral to the plot. 
 
The film starts and then comes back to the brutal car accident that happened to the brothers. At 
first, a startling loud sound of a shock is heard. Tom is extracting himself from the car helped by 
his brother. His face is sweaty and a little bloody. When the scene comes back in the film, the car 
is definitely burning as Tom is distancing himself from the fire with difficulties. 
The accident takes place at night so the details are nor clear 
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NUDITY 
Partial nudity in a non-sexual context, non-expoitative close-up 
Steeve and his friends wait until Tom takes his shower (rear end view) after the basketball game 
to steal his clothes. They place his clothes in the middle of the school corridor and when Tom 
reaches for them they sound the fire alarm. The students come out of their classrooms to see Tom 
naked. The film does not show Tom’s whole body just the upper part. 
 
SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
The language bears some sexual innuendo (see above with “hormonal” love) but apart from 
Clarisse kissing Tom on his mouth, there is no sexual activity per say. 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT 
The film script is very standard: the main character will be subjected to a number of difficulties, 
then as he evolves he will solve his problems. 
 

 The family situation 
Negative side: Leo is Vincent’s favourite son [Vincent being the father of the two teens]. Tom 
suffers from it. 
Positive side: Tom overcomes this situation and will not let it move on. He tells his father: I quit 
waiting for you 
 
Negative side: Tom is overpowered by his brother whose guidance becomes toxic as he drives 
him to drink beer and alcohol. Leo also prevents Tom from driving their mother to the hospital to 
save her life. 
Positive side: Tom finally flushes his brother out of his life and succeeds in salvaging his 
friendship with JB 
 
Negative side: the baby Ariane the brothers’ mother is expecting becomes intolerable for Tom 
because he is afraid it will erase Leo from the family’s life. 
Positive side: By cleaning Leo’s room, Tom is also cleansing himself from the invasive presence 
of Leo. 
 
Positive: Tom tells his mother about the constant presence of Leo in his life which enables Tom 
to regain his identity with the support of his/their mother. 
When tom takes his tranquilizers, he feels much better. 
 

 The situation at school 
Steeve and his friends harass Tom: the film shows how Steeve and his friends mock and put 
Tom down. Not only did they direct him to the wrong building, not only did they steal and hide 
his clothes, not only did they fight with him, but they also contributed in getting him drunk to 
betray his best friend JB. 
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Gaining his own identity and back to common sense: Tom throwing up after he drank 
excessively, is the symbolic start of his cleansing and gaining his own identity. Tom gets rid of 
all bad influences and salvages his friendship with JB. 
 

 Tom’s relationship with JB and Clarisse 
JB is able to persuade Tom to tell him the truth about the tranquilizers that are not vitamins. By 
sharing with him his friendship with an imaginary friend, JB brings Tom to reveal the presence 
of his brother with him. 
Tom’s relationship with Clarisse also evolves in positive steps which enables tom to become 
more stable. 
 

 Content advisories 
Alcohol: the consumption of alcohol by teenagers is prohibited. It is aggravated by the fact that 
there is abuse of consumption of alcohol. 
A joint: Leo offers a joint to his 16-year-old brother which is illegal for both brothers 
Suspense: the dramatic tension may frighten children when the accident occurs so abruptly and 
at the scene of the brawls. 
 

 What filmmaker Benjamin Parent is saying: 
I wanted to make a movie that I could show to teens at least 14 to 15 years of age and others by 
saying: “ Do whatever you want. It is not serious if you are a sensitive guy who enjoys reading 
books, alone in his corner, it is not serious that you are not a warrior, a fighter, a football 
player. It is not serious!” Because one does not always cope well with these things. What I 
wanted was to speak about the pressure put on boys and that they have to imperatively detach 
from it.”   
 
FILM PHOTOS  
 

 
   
 
 
Tom et Léo are two brothers very close to 
each other. 
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Tom and Leo’s parents : Vincent whose 
favourite son is Leo. Ariane is expecting 
a baby. 
This is very disturbing for Tom 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                
Tom and Steeve confront each other at 
the school gym where they play 
basketball.  
Léo encourages  Tom to keep looking at 
Steeve in the eyes. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  
JB is Tom’s friend. He brings him a degree of 
honesty that is necessary to Tom 
         .  
                 

 
 

 
 

 
 
.  
 Clarisse, JB’s half-sister, becomes 
Tom’s girlfriend which makes Steeve 
jalous and vengeful.  
 
 
 

 
 


